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Features of Protectocam ID detecting and surveillance camera
* Camera system with excellent characteristics with long range integrated ID card reader.

* Point the camera to the checked object and read  the identity of what you see if it have the demanded

ID card. If not alarm  for intruder.

* Range of cameras for various demands with pan and tilt units and an ID card reader with up to

over 500 meter in reading distance

* The perfect tool for places like harbour areas, airports, military camps etc.

* Easy to operate and logic functions, remote control by Internet possible

Protectocam is a unique device linked to the Protectomatic TSS

total security concept which also can be operated stand alone. The

system is not very complex and consists of a good camera and a

long range ID card reader. The ID cards are same as in the

Protectomatic system and the ID card reader also. Here they are

fused together into a single unit. Normally the unit is installed at a

pan and tilt unit operated bby the staff.

Function is simple. If you see a person or car in the area just point

the camera to the target and the integrated card reader read the ID

card carried by the target. If no card is found this is a reason for

alert or alarm.

Cameras are available in different models for 24 hour operation

day and night and in bad weather. The ID card reader antenna is

installed in the camera unit and calibrated to the field of view of

camera and ID card reader coincides. This makes it easy to track

and read who is there
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Protectocam camera unit
Depending on application and demand we use several camera alternatives. They differ from indoor

cameras to outdoor cameras with very high demands in performance.

Cameras we use are as follows

* Standard CCD low level cameras with IR support lamps when needed

* Thermal cameras working in the 8-12 micron area

* Active gated laser cameras with see through bad weather capabilities

* 3D Ladar cameras making real 3D imaging

* Internet connected cameras, IP cameras, GSM / 3G cameras

Optics we use are as follows

* Standard  lenses and zoom optics

* Remote controlled optics

Pan and tilt units and extra accessories we use are as follows

* Standard pan and tilt units with remote control

* Internet controlled pan and tilt units

* Autoscan pan and tilt units

Protectocam images by a #D imaging laser camera in full darkness. We can see an

intruder at 1000 meter in full night and also in areas with dark shadows and light spots



Protectocam ID card reader unit
The Protectocam ID card reader looks for the special unique ID cards we use. The card must be carried

by every one in the area and we simply define no card equal to an intruder and alarm on. The card  is

similar to other ID cards but a bit thicker. It can operate up to 1 year with no service at all.

ID reader is integrated into the antenna unit and points out in same direction as the camera see. The

detection field of view is between 10 and 20 degree and we read all cards in the area. We can read up

to 100 ID cards per sec in the sensed area.

The card reader can be connected to a data base system or a PC for communication about who can be

where.

The screen of the camera view can have a ID direct in the field of view or separately by a display unit.

The name can be a number or the name like Charlie.

By unique technology we can ask the ID card to confirm that the carrier just now is the owner of the

card. This is simple and easy but not so costly.

The ID card reader can operate up to 500-700 meter in distance.
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Technical specifications Protectocam system units
Camera unit CCD/IR600 ThermoCam Lasercam

Camera type CD + IR lamp Thermal 8-12 micron Gated + laser

Operation 24 hour               All day + weather 3D+ see through

Resolution 600 TV lines 320x240 pixels 420 TV lines

Interface PAL PAL PAL+ controller

Dimensions 120x120x250 mm 120x120x250 mm 375x450x250 mm

Weight camera 2 kg 2 kg 15 kg

Connection       Optional IP address, Modems, GSM/G3 , Ethernet and Internet

Pan and tilt       2 axis on all models, remote control, Ethernet or Internet control

Weight PT unit 3 kg 3 kg 15 kg

Encapsulation Outdoor , heated, cooled, vandal protected etc. IP 65

Operating voltage 12 / 24 volt DC or 110/230 Volt AC for camera + PT unit

Power consumption 100W 15 W 100W

Operating temperature - 10 to + 50 degree. Extended range as option

Card reader unit specifications

Card reader PTID 200 PTID 500

Range 0-200 meter 0-500 meter

Frequency High Frequency within international standards and regulations

Protection level Advanced crypto algorithms

Function 2 way communication by RF Transmit and receive

Antenna Special antenna mounted in the camera unit

Antenna FOV 30 degree 10-20 degree

Dimensions 200x200x100 mm on all models

ID card system ID Tagger model

Dimensions 10x35x75 mm

Weight Less 50 gram

Encapsulation IP 54 splash proof

Material Plastic

Service interval 12 months in normal operation

Options

Confirmator Special option making the card to identify the carrier just now and to confirm the

carrier is the registered owner of the card. This is a special option in the card and one in the reader to

work together

Cryptomatic Special crypto system which secure than none can take settings from an ID card and

move it to a new card to get entrance. This is a software + hardware part and it do totally secure than

none can make copies of cards from top secret info and make a new card. This includes an alarm if

copies are used with 100% correct settings .
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